
In  a  complex business landscape character ised by cont inual  d isrupt ion and the need for 
re invent ion,  leaders  need to  be h ighly  effect ive communicators .  In  the face of  volat i l i ty  and 

uncerta inty,  leaders  need to  be able  to  art iculate  a  c lear  v is ion,  inspire  h igh performance,  and 
create posit ive  working re lat ionships based on v ibrant  interact ion and l istening. 

Communicating with Impact  wi l l  equip  you with the tools ,  techniques and sk i l ls  you need to  bui ld 
your  communicat ion capacity  for  the d ig ita l  age.

This  unique learning exper ience wi l l  help  you improve your  impact  and inf luence as  a  leader  and as 
a  communicator.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

GROWING GREATNESS:  LEADERSHIP MASTERCLASSES FOR 
THE 4TH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

MASTERCLASS #5
COMMUNICATING WITH IMPACT: LEADING WITH INFLUENCE IN  

THE DIGITAL AGE

DURATION

3 days plus 1 additional optional day for a life-altering, mindset-shifting experience. 

RATIONALE

In a VUCA, 21st century environment, leaders need to be highly effective communicators. Future-fit leaders understand 
that if their message does not resonate deeply with their target audience, speaking to emotions, aspirations and needs, 
then likely it will not be understood, much less championed.

Communicating with Impact is part of a transformational set of learning experiences designed to equip leaders with a 
new set of leadership skills to keep up with the rapid pace of change and embrace new, integrated ways of working.

On completion of this MasterClass experience, leaders will discover their communication potential and be empowered to 
adjust their communication style to increase their influence as a leader in the digital age.



TARGET AUDIENCE

The Leadership MasterClasses for the Fourth Industrial Revolution are designed for leaders and champions of change 
who are accountable for identifying and driving the complex and strategic changes required for businesses to access 
future business opportunities.  

This highly impactful MasterClass is beneficial to the following Sectors: 

• Private Sector 

• Public Sector 

• SMMEs

• NGO/NPOs

 
EXPERIENCE STRUCTURE AND CONTENT

• Pre-programme reading and online self-assessment to engage with the topic and set learning goals prior to 
attending the Knowledge X-Change; 

• Two days of thought-provoking, immersive CrowdLearning and stimulating Knowledge X-Change dialogues 
including the Leadership LABS experience, followed by day 3, deep meaningful CouchConversations to consolidate 
learning, address obstacles to success, and optimize learning; 

• Days 1 and 2 are consecutive. Thereafter, delegates return to their respective workplaces to apply their newly 
acquired knowledge and skills to a Business-Driven Action Learning project; 

• Day 3 takes place approximately four weeks after the initial two contact days, and is designed to enable delegates 
to share their learning stories and receive peer coaching to deal with the challenges they may have encountered in 
applying their new learning; 

• Each MasterClass includes an optional life experience to reinforce and accelerate learning and application by 
taking delegates out of their comfort zones and preparing them to expect the unexpected.

CONTENT OUTLINE

 
 
THE LEADERSHIP VOICE

• Finding your Power of your voice

• Understanding your target audience

• Evaluating the new trends in written and oral communication techniques to enhance influence, including an 
introduction of Neurolinguistic Programming techniques 

 

INFLUENTIAL CONVERSATIONAL MODELS

• Discovering the invisible structures of any conversation 

• Recognizing conversational models that work

• Becoming strategic and agile leader when building conversational models

• Adapting your conversational model to suit a variety of platforms 



ID UNIT STANDARD TITLE LEVEL CREDITS

10044 Implement a generic communication strategy 5 10

IMPLEMENTING A COMMUNICATION STRATEGY  

• Engineering the path way to lead influential conversation

• Implementing your communication strategy 

 

THE KNOWLEDGE X-CHANGE DIFFERENCE: OUR ASPIRE MODEL

All Knowledge X-Change learning experiences are:

• Authentic: Real-life case studies and self-assessment throughout the experience

• Social: CrowdLearning and Knowledge X-Changes hosted in the Theatre of Meraki 

• Poly-Sensory: A blend of learning methodologies to foster engagement and retention 

• Impactful: Business-Driven Action Learning projects that drive results through application 

• Reflective: Deep, meaningful CouchConversations to consolidate learning and address obstacles to success; 
wellbeing and mindfulness coaching to reinvigorate and reenergise; executive coaching sessions for designing a 
personal development action plan to benefit from the learning experience

• Experiential: Leadership LABS (Leadership Action and Behaviour Simulations)

 

THE COMMUNICATING WITH IMPACT: LEADING WITH INFLUENCE IN THE DIGITAL AGE MASTERCLASS 
IS AN ACCREDITED PROGRAMME ALIGNED TO THE FOLLOWING UNIT STANDARD:

NB The delivery of this MasterClass is pitched at middle to senior management level and references the Unit Standards 
for the purpose of accredited outcomes only.

NQF Level: 5

Minimum Credits: 10

Originating Qualification: ND: Customer Management NQF Level 5 (20908)

Accrediting Body: Services SETA



ADDITIONAL LEADERSHIP MASTERCLASSES FOR THE 4TH INDUSTRIAL  
REVOLUTION INCLUDE:

#1  The Digital Leader: Navigating the Digital Age

#2  The Agile Leader: Embracing Disruption in the Digital Age

#3  Sculpting the Future: Leading Innovation in the Digital Age

#4  Enabling Change: Leading Business Transformation in the Digital Age

#5  Communicating with Impact: Leading with Influence in the Digital Age

#6  I am Human: Leading People in the Digital Age

#GrowingGreatness


